Stop the Presses! Public Notice!

By Anna Von Reitz
Modern cryptography is based on computer "keys" --- complex binary identifiers that unlock
programs and "subroutines" that endlessly modify and jumble other equally complex "blocks" that
act like locks to access other programs. Sigh. Oh, what a tangled web we weave....
But, there are older systems of cryptography, which simply means "secret" or "hidden" writing, going
back to Megalithic times. These were in use for thousands of years and all over the planet, and these
are what intrigued us, because although their pictographic meanings are often obscure to modern
minds, they are actually more advanced than our binary system and so-called quantum models.
Instead of tracking numbers and digits and pieces of the paper, these Megalithic Ciphers track
resources, magnetic nodes, ley lines, maps to other star systems, history, lineages of people,
treaties, and all sorts of things that are otherwise hidden from us. Because they are so different from
modern systems and because so few people study them, it is perhaps not surprising that these were
the codes chosen to hide the most closely guarded secrets of the banking industry.
In a way, Karen Hudes was right. We have been blown back to the stone age, but not by The United
States of America.
First, a little bank history. Everyone heard of UBS? This bank was founded in modern times in
Switzerland in 1862 (note-- just after the "American Civil War" started) as the Bank in Winterthur. It
has since grown into the largest private bank in the world, but if you look at its familiar three crossed
keys logo, which also appears on the Vatican Coat of Arms, what do you see?
Is it United Bank of Switzerland or Urban Bank of Serbia? And what is the Urban Bank? The bank of
the Urban Trust. And what is the Urban Trust? The Trust of the City of Rome, founded 753 BC. The
three crossed keys stand for the three keys of enslavement --- mind, body, and soul.
And who subverted and converted the principal of the Urban Trust? Jamie Dimon, the CEO of JP
Morgan. I'd have a heart attack, too, if I were him, because he and his buddies have been messing
with things that are thousands of years old, things that he could not possibly understand. And JP
Morgan acted as the receiver and distributor of purloined private assets to banks all over the world.
We know, because we have the testimony of the heirs and the assigns of the trusts, and the bank
transaction history showing the deposit with JP Morgan and the re-assignment of assets to all these
other banks. So it is not in dispute how JP Morgan finagled -- without full disclosure -- to obtain the
signature authority to secure the deposit of the Urban Trust Assets, nor is it any secret how JP Morgan
distributed the assets to the other banks.
So what does this theft of Urban Trust Assets by JP Morgan have to do with UBS --- and you? It
basically represents the re-capitalization of bankrupt central banks using private assets without the
consent of the depositors. Think of it as the biggest illegal bail-in in human history.

UBS is indeed the largest private bank on Earth and during the furor of the Second World War, it's
Receipt Book was stolen. It disappeared like the Nazi gold, right from under our noses. The records
from 1862 onward showing which nations borrowed from which nations and which financial accords
were signed that affected private bank deposits --- all of it --- vanished, along with depositor
records--- that is, the receipts showing who deposited what.
This left UBS (and the Urban Trust) in possession of vast amounts of private assets, and not a clue
who any of it belonged to. No record of the depositors, and only account-level records of the assets.
Think of it as the ultimate "Swiss Banking Gone Wrong" scenario.
This led, in 1963, to the famous Green Hilton Memorial Agreement, which was aimed at unlocking all
the assets the Americans deposited in the Philippines, and all the "abandoned assets" from
"unknown sources" that were in the Urban Trust and in limbo because of the missing Receipt record.
The circumstance concerning the missing Receipt records is referenced at the very beginning of the
Green Hilton Memorial Agreement, which admits it is being substituted for lack of the Receipt book.
Enter Julius Divinagracia, gatekeeper of the asset accounts, complete with all the account-level
information that did survive WWII, insisting that the accounts be assigned to him, which, in the
absence of any other private authority or record, the Principals all agreed to. They all signed off and
granted him Power of Attorney to settle the issues, and bypass the Green Hilton Memorial
Agreement, because his information was the most complete and accurate description of the known
private asset accounts.
He was promptly picked up by the CIA and cashiered away as a permanent US Resident, unable to
travel or speak or do much of anything to exercise his Powers of Attorney, thanks to the same False
Registration processes that were used to defraud everyone else in this country. They gave him a new
name and he "disappeared" leaving the funds once more in limbo.
Enter Ernest Rauthschild, yet another one of them, making a claim to own the "abandoned" assets in
the name of the "indigenous people" of the Earth.
We are all "indigenous" to the Earth, but he means to restrict that meaning to brown and black
skinned people, attaching some special (and specious) importance to how much melanin one has in
one's skin. That is, a new basis for claiming to be "special and elite" and another new basis for
oppressing people based on physical characteristics. More of the same old crap.
Unable to locate the actual Julius Divinagracia and the records, Ernest has brought forward one of
five CIA "plants" who have been groomed to play the part of Julius Divinagracia, and has been using
this man to claim the ability to open the asset accounts.
Right. Only he's provably not the actual Julius Divinagracia….. and nothing he says or signs counts
for anything, because the Powers of Attorney were not issued to him.
Meantime, we are suspicious, because Receipt books of major private banks and such ancient and
venerable Trust organizations don't just go missing.
Someone gave the Receipt book of the Urban Trust to someone for safekeeping.
And who would that be?
Princess Alice of Battenberg, Mother of Prince Philip, who received it from the Eastern Orthodox
Church Patriarch who was entrusted to carry it out of Serbia following the blitzkrieg through
Czechoslovakia, and who was intercepted by the Greek Government en-route to Istanbul.
All this cloak and dagger is about a missing, albeit, very important bank receipt book.
Following our principle that the Brits are reliably at the bottom of every dog pile, we started looking
in Britain first ---- and guess what?

Yes, there it is, the long-lost missing UBS Receipt Book, chopped up, re-distributed, all the pieces
whereabouts and content hidden. The people who received the pages were simply told to "keep this
information in a safe place" and had no idea what they were holding onto or why.
Obviously, accidentally-on-purpose the Brits carried their "safekeeping" a bit too far, and that turned
into their subsequent denial of knowing anything about anything at all.
One is reminded of Sergeant Schultz --- "I know nothing! I see nothing!"
Everyone knows Princess Alice wasn't herself. What Receipt book? When, where, why, who? What
are you talking about?
Meanwhile, of course, the pages were all photographed by the British Government. Eventually these
were transferred to micro fiche. And later, they were made into digital files. The key to the dispersal
was modernized. And then the whole pile was hidden under a Megalithic Cipher code system that
nobody but Indian Jones could make head nor tail of and hidden away.
We are pleased to announce that the missing Receipt has been found, completely recompiled with
recent records since WWII, copied to flash drives, and distributed all over the world, so that there is
no longer any doubt about the provenance and ownership of any of the actual assets held as "Special
Deposits" in any bank in the Urban Trust network.
The so-called "Private Bank Crisis" is over, and both the account information and the original Receipt
book is recovered and under the protection of The United States of America.
It's not the corona virus causing all the upset and scrambling, except for the weak-minded among
us. It's the exposure of many, many, many dirty bank deals and international intrigues going back to
the Civil War days, coupled with the need to shut Washington, DC, down for 90 days to complete the
bankruptcy of the UNITED STATES, INC., under some pretense, that is mandating the chaos.
Face the fact: the corona virus is a bust. It's highly contagious, yes, but it is not nearly as deadly as
some parties had supposed and hoped. The spectacle of all these "quarantines" and hysteria and
hype is staged. It's all BS. The virus itself is about as dangerous as a bad case of flu, which is to say
that it is no reason for hysteria and also to note that quarantines are useless.
The United States of America hereby serves Public Notice that upon the dissolution of the primary
Municipal United States Corporation, all assets are claimed, re-conveyed, and re-venued to The
United States of America, our unincorporated Federation of States, and to the States and People of
this country acting in our sovereign capacity to conduct our own business affairs as a civilian
government.
Acknowledgement and acceptance of the return of our delegated Powers upon the incapacity of the
Subcontractors already stands on the Public Record and has been published worldwide. The return of
our assets to our control and our international domain, also follows upon default by Operation of Law.
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